


WALKING TOUR AROUND MONT STE 
ODILE Intermediate level 

Start : Barr 

 

 16 km 

 6h 

 739 m 

 740 m 

 

  >   >   

Walking tour towards an architecturally, naturally and 
spiritually remarkable site. You will also discover the 
enigmatic Pagan Wall and the elegant Landsberg Castle.  

 Barr Tourist Office 

 
Car park Folie Marco - 
Barr 

 

CONTACT 

Office de Tourisme du Pays de Barr 
+33 (0)3 88 08 66 65 
tourisme@paysdebarr.fr  

All trail markings are reproduced courtesy of the Club 
Vosgien © Fédération du Club Vosgien -  

  

 

USEFUL INFORMATION 

Carte IGN Mont Sainte Odile - Molsheim - 
Obernai - 3716 ET  



STEPS 

 Towards Landsberg intersection 

When leaving the Tourist Office, turn left and walk around the Place de l'Hôtel de Ville. Go 
up to the Protestant church by taking the stairs on the right. Opposite the cemetery, take 
the path along the right wall of the cemetery. At the Muller Apfel shelter, walk up the 
tarmac road for a few metres. Then follow the red rectangle on the right which leads into 
the forest. Pass by the Moenkalb Forest House (where you can eat at weekends and on 
public holidays) and the small shelter. At the intersection "Le Landsberg" take the path 
opposite marked by a red rectangle. 

 Towards Mont Sainte Odile 

On leaving the forest, cross the road. After passing the "Kiosque du Jadelot" shelter, the 
rocks named Wachtstein and Schafstein, follow the Pagan Wall on the left. At the 
Maennelstein crossroads (beautiful viewpoint), turn left. At the platform with the 3 
benches, turn left, then immediately right along the rock. 

 Back to Landsberg intersection 

Leave the sanctuary and turn left at the platform with the 3 bench. Turn right immediately 
afterwards. At the bifurcation, follow the path above. When you reach the road, turn right, 
then immediately left toward Landsberg Castle. 

 Way back to Barr 

At the crossroads "Le Landsberg", turn right and follow the red triangle. After visiting the 
ruin, follow the red triangle towards Herrade de Landsberg rock. Before the catholic church, 
turn left and follow "rue neuve" to reach the tourist office. 



 




